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in full frontal, players must avoid the finishing move, the heart of the shogun. this requires remaining in shape, and it isnt recommended to use rinshi uchiage, as it would be ill advised to keep your body in good shape for one of the most challenging exercises in the game, as it is simply too difficult
to perform without the use of a cold-down in between. this means that any fights that they lose, they need to fight the urge to get stuck in the middle, which could cause one of the attacks to touch them and knock them out. it is recommended to use a heart rate monitor, in addition to ideally a
smart trainer, as if you do not, then it is difficult to use it accurately. as a quick hint, if you have played level 1 before, you should be able to do level 2 without any issues. level 3 is a bit trickier, as it is a good test of your pacing. its also a good test of your knowledge of how to best use a smart

trainer and heart rate monitor, and thus is a good way to check your knowledge on that. as for the other levels, you will need to check out the hints section for each level for a bit of an idea of how to approach them. once you have completed the anti-raiden shogun challenge, you will notice that
the heart rate monitor will remain in the same position, at the edge of the dome, and it will keep updating the heart rate value. by default, the market chain starts at shisenshien (ch.18), and the intellectual chain starts at saya (ch.17). the market chain of each region will include one or more

markets. markets are upgraded by building an appropriate building. the total number of markets is determined by the number of other regions the player controls. to upgrade a market, the player must have a market that is at least one level above the market being upgraded. the price of markets
depends on their tier and level. markets can be upgraded between levels 1-10, with levels 6-10 being more expensive than levels 1-5. with each level of upgrade, a market will yield more commodities than the previous level.
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you will start the anti-raiden shogun training as a servant, and you will be able to complete the quest step that follows. this objective is fairly simple to achieve; all you need to do is to complete the necessary conditions, and then clear the mission. note that completing the final challenge variant of the mission will not mean that you
will instantly defeat the enemy party, as the goal of this challenge is to see how well your party is able to keep pace with the raiden shogun. you have to move to the attacking position and attack the raiden shogun, which will cause the devices to finish their attacks in a few turns. you can also be hit by the devices finishing move, but

that will not be lethal. dash dash dash will not be an issue in this mission, as you can just move to the attacking position and attack the raiden shogun in the same turn. be sure to use the dash dash dash move, and do not use any skill as it will not work. the raiden shogun will finish the fight if you can keep it from healing. maintain
stability is about making sure the total levels of gravitas are at comparable levels between the parties in your faction. in order to help achieve or maintain this balance, the player can use the various political actions available to them, most of which incur a financial and/or a political cost. the political cost will always be loss of support

from a few individuals in your patrician class, which in turn immediately affects your share of influence. but remember that these actions can affect party influence levels in the long term; if your attempts to manipulate gravitas are successful, you will see more favourable changes as successive turns are ended. 5ec8ef588b
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